
ACCENT TABLES:

AVAILABLE COLORS:

MIRRORS:

BONE INLAY ACCENT TABLES:

Available in eight colors -- Aruba Blue, Split Pea, Pumpkin Cream, Ballet Slipper, Wildwood Green, 
Yellow Raincoat, Patriot Blue, Snow White -- and two signature wood finishes -- Masur Birch Light 
and Ebonised -- these accent tables reference Moorish architecture in a subtle manner through 
refined arches and interlocking columns.

Moorish architectural influences are reflected in hand-carved moldings, some of which are 
more ornate than others. Offered in silver or gold leaf and rustic walnut wood finishes, the mirrors 
incorporate antiqued touches for an authentic touch.

Exotic details on these accent tables like a walnut veneered tabletop with inlaid faux bone 
banding and intricately turned legs capture the Moorish architectural inspiration with aplomb 
and celebrate the beauty of Moroccan design.

About the Designer:
Jonathan Charles Fine Furniture is the vision of Jonathan Sowter, 
an English furniture designer who excels at the art of fine antique
reproduction. Though Jonathan draws inspirations from original antiques
he discovers in his travels, his unique twists create contemporary
translations of vintage treasures. With a keen eye for the smallest details, 
Jonathan employs traditional, hand-crafted techniques to create the most 
visually-stunning and intricate designs. As Jonathan always says,
“It’s all in the detail…” 

Morocco Bound
High Point, NC - February 2015 - Jonathan Charles spices up their Moroccan 
collection with ten new pieces comprised of accent tables and mirrors. 
Elements of Moorish architecture are carried out in varying degrees across 
each item, from simplified arches to decorative moldings complete with 
faux bone inlay. In addition to the three original lacquer colors— Pumpkin 
Cream, Split Pea, Aruba Blue—Jonathan Charles adds five new colors for 
select designs: Ballet Slipper, Wildwood Green, Yellow Raincoat, Patriot 
Blue, Snow White. Other items from the collection are offered in a variety 
of their signature finishes, ranging from silver and gold leaf to rustic walnut. 
A testament to their eclectic design aesthetic, these bold accent pieces 
integrate rich colors and luxe finishes into timeless antique designs.
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Moorish demilune console
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Square lamp table
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495372 
Side table

495374 
Hexagon lamp table

495323-RWL 
Rustic walnut oval  

antique mirror

495324-RWL 
Rustic walnut round antique 

mirror

495336-GIL 
Gilded antique 
gold-leaf mirror

495325-RWL 
Floor antique mirror

495350-SIL 
Gilded silver-leaf mirror

495299 
Rustic walnut console with 

bones inlay

495300 
Octagon rustic walnut center 

table with bones inlay


